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Intramolecular N-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds in 3-(aminomethylene)pyran-2,4-dione and its simple derivatives
(F, Li, and BeH substituents) were analyzed theoretically. The systems were optimized at the B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) level of approximation. For some fluorine derivatives the corresponding tautomers with O-H‚
‚‚N intramolecular H-bonds were investigated, and for such pairs of tautomers, the calculations on transition
states of the N-H‚‚‚O S N‚‚‚H-O proton-transfer reaction were carried out. The geometrical and energetic
parameters for these species were characterized. The topological parameters derived from Bader theory were
also analyzed; these are characteristics of H-bond critical points and also of ring critical points. Besides
N-H‚‚‚O and O-H‚‚‚N intramolecular hydrogen bonds, there are the other intramolecular interactions, mostly
ionic such as Be+δ‚‚‚-δO, Li+δ‚‚‚-δO, and Li+δ‚‚‚-δF. The F‚‚‚O interactions also exist for some of species
investigated. They may be classified as energetically stabilizing ones since the corresponding bond paths and
critical points exist. The numerous correlations and dependencies between geometrical, topological, and
energetic parameters were detected and described.

Introduction

Intramolecular hydrogen bonds are usually reported as very
important interactions which often exist in all states of matter
and which influence on species’ properties.1-3 It was even
claimed that in crystal structures there are preferences to form
six-membered pseudo-rings closed through intramolecular H-
bonds. These interactions are preferred over the other even
strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds.4 Particularly homo-
nuclear intramolecular O-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds with the
system of conjugated single-double bonds are often investigated
(Scheme 1). For such species there is theπ-electron delocali-
zation and the enhancement of H-bond strength.5 Early on such
interactions were classified as resonance assisted hydrogen
bonds (RAHBs), and their characteristics were analyzed in
detail.6

O-H‚‚‚O RAHBs strengthened byπ-electron delocalization
as well as by the pseudo-ring existence possess different
detectable properties. These are as follows: equalization of C-C
and CdC bonds on one hand and such equalization of C-O
and CdO bonds on the other hand, movement of the proton to
the middle of O‚‚‚O distance in extreme cases of very strong
hydrogen bonds, etc. Also heteronuclear N-H‚‚‚O intra-
molecular RAHBs were analyzed,7,8 as well as intermolecular
RAHBs.9 In the latter case both homonuclear O-H‚‚‚O as well
as heteronuclear H-bonds, as for example N-H‚‚‚O ones, are
known. Numerous studies were performed on such interactions
existing in carboxylic acids and amides.9

It is worth mentioning that the idea of resonance-assisted
H-bonds was criticized recently.10 It was pointed out that neither
the coupling constants nor the proton chemical shifts for species
with intramolecular O-H‚‚‚O and N-H‚‚‚N hydrogen bonds
in malonaldehyde and its diaza derivative, respectively, prove
the systems’ stabilization assisted by resonance. The authors
claim that there are stronger H-bonds for these systems than

for their saturated analogues, but it is connected with the
σ-skeletons of the unsaturated molecules which allow the donor
and the acceptor atoms to be closer than in the corresponding
saturated systems. This is in line with other studies since the
MP2/6-311++G(d,p) calculations were performed on the intra-
molecular H-bonds for malonaldehyde and its simple chloro and
fluoro derivatives,5 and it was found that the main part of the
H-bond energy is connected with the closure of six pseudo-
ring and only part of the 20-30% with theπ-electron delocali-
zation. However one can see that the latter effect is not
meaningless for so-called RAHBs and undoubtedly it contributes
to the enhancement of H-bond strength.

There are numerous studies on the other six-member rings.
For example, these are Schiff or Mannich bases and related
systems.2,11 Crystal structures of coumarin derivatives are the
other examples.8 The latter compounds were also investigated
theoretically since ab initio and QTAIM (quantum theory of
“atoms in molecules” method)12 calculations were performed
on related systems.8a

Coumarin derivatives are not convenient objects to perform
the high-level calculations since they are complex species. There
are two six-membered rings for them, and if additional substit-
uents exist, the intramolecular H-bond with pseudo-ring may
be also created. Thus, simpler, related species are analyzed here
to deepen the nature of intramolecular interactions. There is the
six-membered ring with heteroatom (oxygen) and with the
oxygen attached to this ring (Scheme 2) in the species chosen
for these investigationsssimilarly to that in coumarine. The
3-(aminomethylene)pyran-2,4-dione (Scheme 2) and its simple
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derivatives are analyzed here. For such species not only
intramolecular H-bonds exist but also the other intramolecular
interactions.

The goal of this study is to apply density functional theory
(DFT) calculations13 and QTAIM theory12 to analyze the sys-
tems described. The properties of N-H‚‚‚O and O-H‚‚‚N
H-bonds are analyzed. Also the other intramolecular interactions
are investigated, and the characteristics of pseudo-rings created
due to the intramolecular H-bond formation are given.

Computational Details

The calculations were performed with Gaussian0314 sets of
code using the standard 6-311++G(d,p) basis set15 at the hybrid
Hartree-Fock density functional (B3LYP).16 These calculations
were carried out on 3-(aminomethylene)pyran-2,4-dione and its
simple derivatives (Scheme 2). The following R1 and R2 sub-
stituents were taken into account:-H, -F, -Li, and -BeH.
In the case of derivatives with R1, R2 ) H, H; R1, R2 ) H, F;
R1, R2 ) F, H, the tautomers where O-H‚‚‚N H-bonds exist
were also calculated (Scheme 3). For such pairs of tautomers
the calculations were performed on transition states (TSs) of
the N-H‚‚‚O S N‚‚‚H-O proton-transfer process. The tau-
tomers with N-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds are further designated
as A, while their counterparts with O-H‚‚‚N H-bonds as B.
The results on all A and B tautomers correspond to minima
since imaginary frequencies were not observed, while for TSs
one imaginary frequency was detected.

QTAIM12 is also applied here, and the characteristics of the
bond critical points (BCPs) and ring critical points (RCPs) are
analyzed in terms of the following properties: the electron
density at the critical point (FC), its Laplacian (∇2FC), and the
total electron energy density at the critical point (HC). For the
latter its components are also investigated: the potential electron
energy density (VC) and the kinetic electron energy density (GC).
The following relations are well-known if all terms are expressed
in atomic units.

For the properties of the bond critical point and of the ring
critical point the BCP and RCP subscripts are further applied
here.

Results and Discussion

Relationships between Geometrical and Topological Param-
eters. The calculations performed on the wide spectrum of
related species allow one to get deeper insight into the charac-
teristics of intramolecular interactions. There are N-H‚‚‚O and
O-H‚‚‚N hydrogen bonds within the species analyzed, and such
interactions exist also for transition states. Hence it is possible
to analyze the H‚‚‚O and H‚‚‚N noncovalent interactions, the
covalent N-H and O-H proton donating bonds and also the
“intermediate” interactions in transition states.

Tables 1 and 2 show the geometrical and topological param-
eters of these interactions. For example, Table 1 shows N-H
bond lengths which are detected in the range of 1.019-1.044
Å, the H‚‚‚N contacts are of about 1.6-1.7 Å, and H‚‚‚N
distances corresponding to the transition states are approximately
in the range of 1.1-1.3 Å. In the case of N-H bond the electron
density at the corresponding BCP amounts to∼0.3 au, for
H‚‚‚N interactions of TSs such electron density amounts to
0.15-0.21 au, while for H‚‚‚N contacts of B tautomers the range
for this quantity is 0.04-0.07 au. Besides, for two kinds of
interactions, N-H bonds and H‚‚‚N contacts of TSs’, the corre-
sponding Laplacian values are negative. The negative Laplacian
is the topological evidence of the covalency of such inter-
actions.12c,17For H‚‚‚N contacts of B tautomers Laplacians are
positive as it is for the non-covalent closed shell interactions.
However, even for the latter interactions,HBCP values are nega-
tive which is often attributed at least to the partial covalency.17

It means that O-H‚‚‚N hydrogen bonds, existing for B tauto-
mers, are medium in strength or even they are relatively strong.
It is in line with the classification of hydrogen bonds given by
Rozas et al.18 The authors proposed both∇2FBCP > 0 andHBCP

> 0 for weak H-bonds; for medium and strong H-bonds∇2FBCP

> 0 andHBCP < 0, while for very strong ones both∇2FBCP < 0
andHBCP < 0. This is nicely related to the Hammond-Leffler
postulate.19 O-H‚‚‚N H-bonds are strong since the related B
tautomeric forms are close to the transition states, closer than
the corresponding A tautomers where N-H‚‚‚O H-bonds exist.
This will be further discussed.

Similar results concerning H‚‚‚O interactions are collected
in Table 2. For H‚‚‚O contacts corresponding to the N-H‚‚‚O
H-bridges in A tautomers, there are 1.7-2.3 Å distances with
the electron densities at corresponding BCPs (FBCP) of 0.01-
0.04 au; Laplacians (∇2FBCP) are positive here, but sometimes
the correspondingHBCP values are negative. The latter indicates
stronger interactions, partly covalent, and reallyHBCP’s are
negative for the shortest H‚‚‚O contacts (for H‚‚‚O ) 1.710
and 1.712 Å). For the covalent O-H bonds, there are high
values of electron densities at corresponding BCPs and there
are negative Laplacians. For H‚‚‚O interactions of transition
states, the distances are equal to 1.17, 1.22, and 1.35 Å. Only
for the latter case of the greatest H‚‚‚O distance the Laplacian
is positive butHBCP is negative.

Some relationships may be observed for these parameters.
Figure 1 shows the dependence between H‚‚‚N/N-H and O-H/
H‚‚‚O distances. This is a very well-known relationship between
the proton-donating bond length and the proton-acceptor distance
often found for different samples of experimental and theoretical
results.20 It indicates that for N-H‚‚‚O interactions the greater
the elongation of the N-H bond is the shorter the H‚‚‚O contact
is; it means the stronger is the interaction. The same holds for
O-H‚‚‚N hydrogen bonds; the stronger interaction corresponds
to a shorter H‚‚‚N distance and a greater elongation of the O-H
covalent bond. Figure 1 also shows three cases of transition

SCHEME 2: 3-(Aminomethylene)pyran-2,4-dione
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states considered in this study, for which H‚‚‚N and H‚‚‚O
distances amount approximately to 1.1-1.3 Å.

The strength of any pair of interacting atoms is reflected by
the electron density at the corresponding bond critical point;
this density is greater for shorter distances.12c It is shown in
Figure 2, where the distance-electron density exponential rela-
tionships for H‚‚‚O/O-H and H‚‚‚N/N-H interactions were
found. The correlations’ coefficients for both dependencies are
very close to unity (squares of coefficients are given in Figure
2). Hence the distance-electron density dependence implies the

correlation presented in Figure 3: the electron density at H‚‚‚
N/N-H BCP vs the electron density at O-H/H‚‚‚O BCP for
the same H-bondsN-H‚‚‚O or O-H‚‚‚N. In the first case of
hydrogen bonding there is the relation between electron density
at N-H BCP and the electron density at H‚‚‚O BCP. In the
second case of O-H‚‚‚N this concerns O-H bond and H‚‚‚N
contact.

Figure 4 presents the relationship between the H‚‚‚O(N)
distance and the Laplacian of electron density at the corre-
sponding bond critical point. It indicates the region of covalent

TABLE 1: N -H Bonds and H‚‚‚N Contacts’ Distances (Å) and Topological Parameters (au); Electron Density at
Corresponding (N-H/H ‚‚‚N) BCP and Laplacian and Energetic Topological Parameters (GBCP, Electron Kinetic Energy Density
at BCP; VBCP, Electron Potential Energy Density at BCP;HBCP, Total Electron Energy Density at BCP)a

derivative N-H/H‚‚‚N FNH/H‚‚‚N ∇2FNH/H‚‚‚N GBCP VBCP HBCP

Li,H-A b 1.024 0.3271 -1.6875 0.0477 -0.5172 -0.4696
F,H-Ac 1.031 0.3144 -1.7018 0.0464 -0.5186 -0.4717
H,H-A 1.022 0.326 -1.7567 0.0455 -0.5301 -0.4847
BeH,H-Ad 1.02 0.3312 -1.7111 0.0456 -0.5189 -0.4733
H,F-A 1.024 0.32 -1.8462 0.0409 -0.5434 -0.5025
H,Li-A 1.028 0.3264 -1.5507 0.0549 -0.4974 -0.4425
H,BeH-A 1.033 0.3179 -1.5675 0.0511 -0.4941 -0.4430
F,F-Ac 1.037 0.3087 --1.7111 0.0444 -0.5166 -0.4722
F,Li-Ac,e 1.026 0.3221 -1.6157 0.0514 -0.5068 -0.4553
F,BeH-Ac 1.044 0.3044 -1.4947 0.0518 -0.4772 -0.4254
Li,F-Ab 1.023 0.3256 -1.8401 0.0412 -0.5425 -0.5013
Li,Li-A b 1.025 0.3284 -1.6027 0.0527 -0.5060 -0.4534
Li,BeH-Ab 1.019 0.329 -1.6646 0.0476 -0.5114 -0.4638
BeH,F-Ad 1.021 0.3275 -1.8548 0.0393 -0.5422 -0.5030
BeH,Li-Ad,f 1.022 0.3327 -1.5594 0.0524 -0.4947 -0.4423
BeH,BeH-Ad 1.025 0.3274 -1.5827 0.0498 -0.4953 -0.4455
F,H-Bc 1.625 0.0646 0.1109 0.0465 -0.0652 -0.0187
H,H-B 1.615 0.0666 0.1061 0.0469 -0.0672 -0.0203
H,F-B 1.767 0.0436 0.1119 0.0335 -0.0389 -0.0055
F,H-TSc 1.25 0.1689 -0.2782 0.0708 -0.2112 -0.1404
H,H-TS 1.31 0.1451 -0.1266 0.0700 -0.1716 -0.1016
H,F-TS 1.159 0.2147 -0.7147 0.0636 -0.3059 -0.2423

a Different derivatives are taken into account, as first one R1 substituent is indicated; next there is R2 and the type of tautomer (A, B or TS state).
b There is additional intramolecular Li‚‚‚O interaction.c There is additional intramolecular F‚‚‚O interaction.d There is additional intramolecular
Be‚‚‚O interaction.e There is additional intramolecular Li‚‚‚F interaction.f There is additional intramolecular Li‚‚‚H interaction (hydride bonding).

TABLE 2: O -H Bonds and H‚‚‚O Contacts, Distances (Å), and Topological Parameters (au); Electron Density at
Corresponding (O-H/H ‚‚‚O) BCP and Its Laplacian and Energetic Topological Parameters (GBCP, Electron Kinetic Energy
Density at BCP; VBCP, Electron Potential Energy Density at BCP;HBCP, Total Electron Energy Density at BCP)a

derivative O-H/H‚‚‚O FOH/H‚‚‚O ∇2FOH/H‚‚‚O GBCP VBCP HBCP

Li,H-A b 1.879 0.0328 0.1174 0.028 -0.0268 0.0013
F,H-Ac 1.759 0.0433 0.139 0.0368 -0.0388 -0.002
H,H-A 1.884 0.0325 0.1156 0.0276 -0.0262 0.0013
BeH,H-Ad 2.107 0.0201 0.071 0.0157 -0.0137 0.002
H,F-A 1.854 0.0358 0.1248 0.0303 -0.0293 0.0009
H,Li-A 1.906 0.0315 0.1078 0.026 -0.025 0.001
H,BeH-A 1.832 0.0366 0.1214 0.0305 -0.0306 -0.0001
F,F-Ac 1.712 0.049 0.1426 0.0404 -0.0452 -0.0048
F,Li-Ac,e 1.911 0.0315 0.1075 0.0258 -0.0247 0.0011
F,BeH-Ac 1.71 0.0489 0.1419 0.0404 -0.0454 -0.0049
Li,F-Ab 1.95 0.0292 0.1075 0.0246 -0.0223 0.0023
Li,Li-A b 1.883 0.0329 0.1154 0.0279 -0.0269 0.001
Li,BeH-A1 2.142 0.0196 0.07 0.0155 -0.0136 0.002
BeH,F-Ad 2.086 0.0224 0.0797 0.0177 -0.0155 0.0022
BeH,Li-Ad,f 2.348 0.0128 0.0411 0.0093 -0.0084 0.001
BeH,BeH-Ad 2.103 0.0203 0.0698 0.0157 -0.0139 0.0018
F,H-Bc 1.014 0.3072 -2.0493 0.0701 -0.6525 -0.5824
H,H-B 1.022 0.3 -1.9666 0.0704 -0.6324 -0.562
H,F-B 0.99 0.3323 -2.3337 0.0645 -0.7124 -0.6479
F,H-TSc 1.224 0.1679 -0.2185 0.0923 -0.2391 -0.1469
H,H-TS 1.173 0.1929 -0.4779 0.0917 -0.3028 -0.2112
H,F-TS 1.352 0.1198 0.067 0.08 -0.1433 -0.0633

a Different derivatives are taken into account, as first one R1 substituent is indicated and next there is R2 and the type of tautomer (a or b) or TS
state.b There is additional intramolecular Li‚‚‚O interaction.c There is additional intramolecular F‚‚‚O interaction.d There is additional intramolecular
Be‚‚‚O interaction.e There is additional intramolecular Li‚‚‚F interaction.f There is additional intramolecular Li‚‚‚H interaction (hydride bonding).
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bonds where the Laplacian is negative. Figure 4 presents TSs
also possessing negative Laplacians. There is only one case of
the positive Laplacian value at H‚‚‚O BCP for the transition
state with R1 ) H and R2 ) F; it is equal to 0.067 au. The
HBCP value for this BCP is negative and amounts to-0.0633
au. However for the latter case of hydrogen bonding the
corresponding H‚‚‚N BCP within the same N‚‚‚H‚‚‚O system
indicates the negative value of Laplacian of-0.7147 au. One
can be referred to the last lines of Tables 1 and 2 to compare
the values mentioned above.

Summarizing, for N‚‚‚H‚‚‚O systems of TSs all contacts
indicate negative Laplacians corresponding to the covalent char-

acter of interactions and only in one case of H‚‚‚O BCP∇2FBCP

> 0 andHBCP < 0, which means the interaction is at least partly
covalent.

Figure 5 shows the relationships between the H‚‚‚N(O)
distance and the other topological parameters such asHBCP,
GBCP, andVBCP; all these topological parameters concern the
BCP related to the corresponding bond or contact. One can
observe the monotonic AIM parameters’ changes with the
change of the H‚‚‚N(O)/O(N)-H distance.VC is always nega-
tive, and its modulus increases for shorter distances;GC is
always positive and increases if the distance decreases.HBCP is
negative for all covalent bonds, all contacts of TSs’, and it is
positive for H‚‚‚O within N-H‚‚‚O systems but negative for
H‚‚‚N contacts for the three B tautomers considered here. The
latter is connected with the fact that O-H‚‚‚N H-bonds are
stronger than the corresponding N-H‚‚‚O H-bonds of the related
A tautomeric forms. It results from the Hammond-Leffler19

postulate that tautomers of the higher total energy possess the
stronger H-bonds since they are closer to TSs. It is worth
mentioning that H-bonds of TSs are the strongest ones. Gener-
ally, for the tautomeric forms of the lower energies the corre-
sponding H-bonds are weaker than H-bonds for tautomers and
TSs, which are characterized by higher energies. That was
observed for the wide spectrum of systems for which the proton-

Figure 1. Relationship between N-H/H‚‚‚N and H‚‚‚O/O-H distances
(both in angstroms).

Figure 2. Distance (Å) vs the electron density (au) at the corresponding
BCP dependence. The exponential regressions and squares of the
correlation coefficients are included.

Figure 3. Linear correlation between the electron density at N-H/
H‚‚‚N BCP and the electron density at the corresponding H‚‚‚O/O-H
BCP (both values in au).

Figure 4. Relationship between H‚‚‚O(N) distance and the Laplacian
of the electron density at the corresponding BCP: full circles, NH/H‚‚‚N
interactions; open triangles, OH/H‚‚‚O ones. Laplacian, au; distance, Å.

Figure 5. Relationship between the H‚‚‚O(N) distance and the QTAIM
parameter (GBCP, circles;HBCP, triangles;VBCP, squares: open symbols,
OH/H‚‚‚O interactions; filled symbols, NH/H‚‚‚N ones). QTAIM value,
au; distance, Å.
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transfer process in hydrogen bonds was investigated.7 The same
is observed for the systems analyzed here.

It was mentioned in early studies that the intramolecular
H-bonded systems within the six-membered pseudo-ring possess
some unique features.6 That is, for example, the equalization
of bonds within the six-member pseudo-ring. For O-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bonds (Scheme 1) theπ-electron delocalization leads
to the equalization of d1 and d4 (C-O and CdO) bonds on
one hand and such equalization of d2 and d3 (CdC and C-C)
bonds on the other hand. In other words, the greater the
π-electron delocalization is, thus the greater are such equaliza-
tions and the greater is the enhancement of the H-bond strength.
The latter is also connected with the equalization of the O-H
bond length and the H‚‚‚O distance within the O-H‚‚‚O system.
Besides it was pointed out that R-substituents may also influence
the H-bond strength. The enhancement of the latter interaction
is connected with the electron-withdrawing features of the R1-
substituent or the electron-donating R3-substituent (Scheme 1).6b

The influence of the substituents on the hydrogen bonds is
analyzed here. Table 3 presents the bond lengths within the
pseudo-ring created due to the formation of intramolecualr
hydrogen bonding. If one compares our systems (Scheme 4)
with those considered early by Gilli et al.6 (Scheme 1), thus
the R1-substituent should cause similar effects. Fluorine is
classified as the electron-withdrawing substituent which in-
creases the H-bond strength if substituted as R1. And really the
H‚‚‚O distance for such substituted tautomer amounts to 1.759
Å, while this distance for reference A tautomeric form (R1 )
R2 ) H) is equal to 1.884 Å. The proton-acceptor (H‚‚‚Y)
distance as well as the electron density at the H‚‚‚Y BCP -
FH‚‚‚Y is the rough indicator of H-bond strength. The numerous
correlations between H-bond energy and the latter topological
parameter were found.21 For F-substituted A tautomerFH‚‚‚Y )

0.0443 au, and for the unsubstituted one this is equal to 0.0325
au. For the previous tautomer the equalization of d2 and d3
bonds should be observed as connected with the lengthening
of d3 and shortening of d2. Table 3 indicates such equalization
but both d22 and d3 bonds are elongated for F-substituted
species. This may be connected with the other features of
F-substituent which is also theπ-electron lone pair donating
one.22 The latter property probably disturbs the expected results
for A tautomer with R1 ) H and R2 ) F. The F-atom at the R2
position, as an electron-withdrawing substituent, should cause
the decrease of the proton affinity of nitrogen and hence the
enhancement of the H-bond strength. Such behavior is in line
with the rule of the minimum proton affinity difference between
the proton donor and the proton acceptor in hydrogen bonds.
This is also equivalent to the statement of the minimum
difference between the pKa values of the two interacting groups
as measured in a proper polar solvent.2,23 However for the
mentioned above F-substituted A tautomer its geometrical and
topological parameters do not differ significantly if compared
with the unsubstituted species (see Tables 1-3). The similar
situation is observed if R1 ) Lisno meaningful change of
H-bond strength if it is compared with the reference A tautomer
(R1 ) R2 ) H), theFH‚‚‚O values are equal to 0.0328 and 0.0325
au, respectively. The influence of the other substituents is also
not in line with the simple rules proposed early on,6b but it may
be justified since the sample considered here contains more
complicated species. The considered intramolecular H-bonds
are heteronuclear ones, and also the various other effects should
be taken into account.

Analysis of Ring Critical Point Properties. The numerous
dependences are known from literature between the geometrical
and topological parameters. They mainly concern relationships
between the bond length (and the contact distance) and the
characteristics of the corresponding bond critical point. However
the characteristics of the other critical points are also analyzed
from time to time. For example it was found that the ring critical
point (RCP) properties may be often treated as measures of the
hydrogen bond strength.8a,24Even, very recently, the cage critical
point (CCP) properties were investigated and the dependence
of the electron density at CCP on the interplane benzene dimer
distance was found.25

For the systems analyzed here the pseudo-ring containing
N-H‚‚‚O or O-H‚‚‚N intramolecular hydrogen bond is created
and hence also the RCP exists. The characteristics of RCPs of
the systems analyzed here are given in Table 4. It is known
that the greater electron density at RCP corresponds to the
stronger intramolecular hydrogen bonding since the correlations
between the latter value and theFH‚‚‚Y values or the proton-
acceptor distance were detected.24 It is worth mentioning that
similar relationships are also known for the intermolecular
H-bonds of carboxylic acids.26 This may be observed since car-
boxylic acids form centrosymmetric dimers with two equivalent
O-H‚‚‚O bonds, and hence the eight-member ring is created27

with RCP inside. In other words the properties of the latter
critical point are related to the other energetic and geometrical
properties of the formed hydrogen bonds. Briefly summarizing,
the greater electron density at RCP of intramolecular H-bond
corresponds to the stronger interaction.

Figure 6 presents the relationship between the electron density
at X-H/H‚‚‚Y (X-H ) N-H, O-H; H‚‚‚Y ) H‚‚‚O, H‚‚‚N)
BCP and the electron density at the corresponding RCP. One
can observe three regions of interactions. For the lowest values
of the electron density at BCP there is the increase ofFRCP if
the previous value increases. This is connected with the

TABLE 3: Geometrical Parameters (See Scheme 4), Bond
Lengths (Å), and N-H-O Angles (deg)

derivativea d1 d2 d3 d4 N-H-O

Li,H-A b 1.244 1.456 1.44 1.324 132.3
F,H-Ac 1.245 1.467 1.394 1.32 134
H,H-A 1.242 1.461 1.387 1.326 130
BeH,H-Ad 1.236 1.448 1.419 1.316 127.4
H,F-A 1.245 1.456 1.387 1.316 123.2
H,Li-A 1.247 1.451 1.413 1.317 139.5
H,BeH-A 1.242 1.464 1.385 1.343 138.9
F,F-Ac 1.244 1.469 1.387 1.343 133.8
F,Li-Ac,e 1.243 1.464 1.405 1.283 133.6
F,BeH-Ac 1.245 1.469 1.392 1.325 142
Li,F-Ab 1.244 1.449 1.435 1.274 119.6
Li,Li-A b 1.243 1.459 1.471 1.311 138.3
Li,BeH-Ab 1.237 1.457 1.416 1.326 121.7
BeH,F-Ad 1.238 1.443 1.423 1.286 120.4
BeH,Li-Ad,f 1.233 1.449 1.452 1.305 127.5
BeH,BeH-Ad 1.235 1.451 1.417 1.336 132.8
F,H-Bc 1.314 1.405 1.452 1.274 147.5
H,H-B 1.315 1.399 1.446 1.29 148.3
H,F-B 1.324 1.393 1.448 1.282 141.5
F,H-TSc 1.282 1.431 1.424 1.292 151.5
H,H-TS 1.29 1.418 1.426 1.301 151.8
H,F-TS 1.275 1.431 1.413 1.3 142.8

a The designations of additional contacts (footnotesb-f are the same
as those in Tables 1 and 2).

SCHEME 4
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shortening of nonbonding contact, H‚‚‚O or H‚‚‚N. Thus the
greater the electron density is at BCP for the shorter contact
and the stronger H-bond interaction so the greater is theFRCP

value. The second region concerns the contacts of transition
states. Both electron densities at RCP and BCP in such a case
are generally greater than for the previous nonbonding region.
This is connected with the well-known observation that H-bonds
for transition states are very strong.7 For the latter region both
H‚‚‚O and H‚‚‚N interactions are taken into account. And the
last region concerns N-H and O-H covalent bonds. The
elongation of covalent bonds causes the decrease of the electron
density at the corresponding BCP (Figure 6,X-axis) and the
increase ofFRCP. It means that hydrogen bonds become stronger
interactions. One can see that there are correlations between
the FRCP and theFOH/NH on one hand and also betweenFRCP

andFH‚‚‚N/H‚‚‚O on the other hand. For both subsamples of atom-
atom distances good correlations are observed (Figure 6).

It is worth mentioning that all topological parameters may
be used as descriptors of the H-bond strength since there is an
increase of all characteristics of RCP for stronger interactions.
All correlate between themselves, and the linear correlation
coefficients are close to the unity (Table 5).

Transition State and the Proton-Transfer Process.It was
mentioned in the previous section that the proton-transfer process
N-H‚‚‚O S N‚‚‚H-O concerns two corresponding (A and B)

tautomeric forms (Scheme 3) and that for three species the DFT
calculations were performed here for both A and B tautomers
as well as for the corresponding transition states. Their geo-
metrical and topological results are given in Tables 1-3. Since
for three A tautomeric forms the corresponding B tautomers
are considered and also the TSs of the proton-transfer reaction,
thus there are nine related molecular species, and their energies
are given in Table 6. The energies of A and B correspond to
minima (no imaginary frequencies observed). One can observe
that in two cases the A tautomeric form is of the lower energy
than the B counterpart. The energy differences are also presented
in Table 6. Such a difference between B and A tautomeric forms
for unsubstituted species amounts to 6.6 kcal/mol. There is one
case where B tautomer is of lower energy than the A counterpart;
this is for R2 ) F. In other words the species with the O-H‚
‚‚N hydrogen bond is of lower energy than that one where the
N-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond exists since the latter tautomer is
closer to the corresponding transition state.

The situation for all three cases considered here may be
explained in the following way. Nitrogen is of greater proton
affinity than oxygen atom; hence, N-H‚‚‚O systems exist in
the species of lower energy. The systems with O-H‚‚‚N are of
the higher energies than the previous ones. On the other hand
the latter have the stronger H-bonds and are close to TSs. For
the transition states H-bonds are the strongest. For R2 ) F the
proton affinity of nitrogen decreases since F is the electron-
withdrawing substituent. In consequence the proton affinity for
oxygen is greater than for nitrogen. As a result of such a situation
the B tautomer is of lower energy than the A form by 6.8 kcal/
mol. It is worth mentioning that the potential barrier heights
for all species are in the range of 1.5-6.8 kcal/mol

Other Intramolecular Interactions. Since there are few
oxygen acceptor centers in the species considered here and also
the derivatives with such substituents as-F, -Li, and -BeH
are included, thus it implies the existence of various intramo-
lecular interactions. Except of intramolecular hydrogen bonds,
these are Li+δ‚‚‚-δO, Be+δ‚‚‚-δO, Li+δ‚‚‚-δF, and Li+δ‚‚‚-δH
ionic interactions as well as an O‚‚‚F one. Table 7 presents the
characteristics of the corresponding BCPs. These are electron
densities at BCPs and their Laplacians. If one assumes that such
values reflect the strength of interaction, thus Be+δ‚‚‚-δO’s is

TABLE 4: Characteristics of RCPs (au)

derivativea FRCP ∇2FRCP VRCP GRCP HRCP

Li,H-A b 0.0156 0.0976 -0.0153 0.0199 0.0045
F,H-Ac 0.0170 0.1115 -0.0174 0.0226 0.0053
H,H-A 0.0156 0.0980 -0.0152 0.0199 0.0035
BeH,H-Ad 0.0126 0.0729 -0.0114 0.0148 0.0034
H,F-A 0.0167 0.1040 -0.0162 0.0211 0.0049
H,Li-A 0.0158 0.0943 -0.0152 0.0194 0.0042
H,BeH-A 0.0164 0.1019 -0.0162 0.0208 0.0046
F,F-Ac 0.0177 0.1152 -0.0180 0.0234 0.0054
F,Li-Ac,e 0.0166 0.0975 -0.0157 0.0200 0.0043
F,BeH-Ac 0.0183 0.1169 -0.0187 0.0240 0.0053
Li,F-Ab 0.0165 0.0963 -0.0151 0.0196 0.0045
Li,Li-A b 0.0159 0.0963 -0.0154 0.0198 0.0043
Li,BeH-Ab 0.0134 0.0734 -0.0117 0.0150 0.0034
BeH,F-Ac 0.0140 0.0794 -0.0123 0.0161 0.0038
BeH,Li-Ad,f 0.0100 0.0506 -0.0083 0.0105 0.0022
BeH,BeH-Ad 0.0127 0.0720 -0.0115 0.0147 0.0033
F,H-Bc 0.0199 0.1288 -0.0206 0.0264 0.0058
H,H-B 0.0199 0.1312 -0.0212 0.0270 0.0058
H,F-B 0.0170 0.1062 -0.0165 0.0215 0.0051
F,H-TSc 0.0235 0.1622 -0.0269 0.0337 0.0068
H,H-TS 0.0234 0.1621 -0.0270 0.0337 0.0068
H,F-TS 0.0223 0.1532 -0.0248 0.0315 0.0068

a The designations of additional contacts (footnotesb-f are the same
as those in Tables 1 and 2).

Figure 6. Relationship betweenFBCP andFRCP (both in au). Filled cir-
cles correspond to OH/H‚‚‚O interactions; open circles, to NH/H‚‚‚N.

TABLE 5: Linear Correlation Coefficients of the Different
Relationships between the Characteristics of the Ring
Critical Point

FRCP ∇2FRCP VRCP GRCP HRCP

FRCP 1 0.995 0.993 0.995 0.974
s2FRCP 1 0.997 1 0.976
VRCP 1 0.999 0.967
GRCP 1 0.972
HRCP 1

TABLE 6: Energies (hartrees) of the Species Analyzed
Herea

derivative energy energy difference

F,H-A -611.489 039 3.94b

F,H-B -611.486 590 2.41b

F,H-TS -611.482 753 1.54c

H,H-A -512.224 399 7.77b

H,H-B -512.213 963 1.22b

H,H-TS -512.212 014 6.55c

H,F-A -611.405 360 2.06b

H,F-B -611.416 151 8.84b

H,F-TS -611.402 070 -6.77c

a The energies of A and B tautomeric forms as well as of transition
states are given. The energy differences are also presented (kcal/mol).
b ETS - E(AorB). c E(B) - E(A).
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the strongest one sinceFBe‚‚‚O’s values are in the range of
0.0728-0.0910 au. For example, for the trans-linear dimer of
water where the H-bond energy is estimated as∼5 kcal/mol,
the FH‚‚‚O calculated at the same level of approximation as the
systems considered here (B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)) is equal to
0.024 au.28 The next strong interaction is Li+δ‚‚‚-δO, with a
FLi‚‚‚O of 0.0400-0.0483 au; that is even stronger than Li+δ‚‚‚-δF
sinceFLi ‚‚‚F for a single case amounts to 0.0257 au. There is
also the Li+δ‚‚‚-δH interaction where the electron density at
the corresponding BCP is equal to 0.0191 au, close to the value
of the water dimer. It means the Li+δ‚‚‚-δH-Be interaction is
not negligible. That may be also classified as the intramolecular
hydride bonding. Intermolecular hydride bonds (named first as
inverse H-bonds) were analyzed in earlier studies29 as well as
very recently.30 Such interactions are characterized by the X-H‚
‚‚Y system where X and Y are electropositive atoms while the
hydrogen atom is negatively charged, opposite to typical hydro-
gen bonding. Figure 7a presents the molecular graph of the
derivative where R1 and R2 substituents are-BeH and-Li,
respectively, and where the Li+δ‚‚‚-δH-Be interaction exists.
The electron density contour map with the gradient paths is also
included (Figure 7b). One can observe that except for N-H‚‚
‚O hydrogen bonding and the Li+δ‚‚‚-δH interaction also the
Be+δ‚‚‚-δO interaction occurs.

The weakest F‚‚‚O interactions are characterized by rather
low values of the electron densities at BCPs, of about 0.012-
0.015 au. Since for both contacting atoms there is the negative
electron charge excess, thus these interactions may be probably
classified as stabilizing ones. Such a situation was discussed in
recent studies for H‚‚‚H interactions31 as well as for F‚‚‚F ones.32

Summary

The intramolecular N-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds were analyzed
here for 3-(aminomethylene)pyran-2,4-dione and its simple
derivatives. For some species, unsubstituted reference and
fluorine ones, the other tautomeric forms with O-H‚‚‚N hydro-
gen bond were investigated. Additionally the transition states
of the proton-transfer reaction were taken into account. Numer-
ous continuous H‚‚‚O and H‚‚‚N interactions were detected since
there is the smooth change of all geometrical and topological
parameters if different relationships are considered. It means
that there is no the sharp border between the H-bond and the
covalent bond; strictly speaking, the hydrogen bonds are
“interactions without borders”.33

The influence of substituents on H-bond strength was ana-
lyzed. It was found for the systems investigated here that F-atom
attached to nitrogen participating in the N-H‚‚‚O H-bond,
causing the tautomeric form with the O-H‚‚‚N hydrogen bond
to be more stable than the previous form. This is the result of
the decrease of the proton affinity of nitrogen since fluorine is
the electron-withdrawing substituent.

It was also found that the characteristics of RCP are good
descriptors of the H-bond strength. They correlate well between
themselves and with the other H-bond strength measures. Except
for intramolecular H-bonds, the other intramolecular interactions
were analyzed here; also the unique Be-H‚‚‚Li interaction was
detected.
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TABLE 7: Other Intramolecular Interactions and GBCP and
∇2GBCP for These Interactions (au)a

derivativeb type of interaction FBCP ∇2FBCP

Li,H-A Li ‚‚‚O 0.0411 0.3087
F,H-A F‚‚‚O 0.0139 0.0581
BeH,H-A Be‚‚‚O 0.0728 0.4968
F,F-A F‚‚‚O 0.0128 0.0544
F,Li-A F‚‚‚O 0.0146 0.0605
F,Li-A Li ‚‚‚F 0.0257 0.1840
F,BeH-A F‚‚‚O 0.0143 0.0599
Li,F-A Li ‚‚‚O 0.0400 0.2949
Li,Li-A Li ‚‚‚O 0.0483 0.3743
Li,BeH-A Li ‚‚‚O 0.0411 0.3065
BeH,F-A Be‚‚‚O 0.0744 0.5031
BeH,Li-A Be‚‚‚O 0.0910 0.6269
BeH,Li-A Li ‚‚‚H 0.0191 0.0735
BeH,BeH-A Be‚‚‚O 0.0737 0.5046
F,H-B F‚‚‚O 0.0137 0.0567
F,H-TS F‚‚‚O 0.0121 0.0500

a The tautomeric form (A or B) and TS are indicated.b For italicized
derivatives, except for hydrogen bonding, two additional interactions
exist.

Figure 7. (a) Molecular graph of the derivative with R1 ) BeH and
R2 ) Li. Some of the atoms are designated; the remaining are carbon
ones. (b) Contour map of the electron density (black lines) of the species
with the gradient paths (red lines). Triangles correspond to the attractors;
circles, to the bond and ring critical points. The orientation and the
positions of the atoms and critical points are the same as in a.
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